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Summary 

A human factors perspective on inhaled drug products illuminates a range of opportunities for meeting user needs. 
This paper will review and outline this range. 

Introduction 

Over recent years there has been considerable growth in the attention paid to human factors engineering/usability 
engineering (HFE/UE) on drug/device combination product developments, including OINDPs. This has primarily 
been focused on ensuring regulatory requirements regarding HFE objectives and process are met. 

The potential of the HFE/UE perspective for future inhaler device design, of course, goes beyond this focus on user 
error, patient safety and regulatory approval. This paper reviews and outlines this broader potential: the different 
ways in which human factors illuminates opportunities for innovation and improvement of inhaler device design.  

Improving the ‘human fit’ of inhalers 

The opportunities suggested by a focus on the human factors of inhaled products range in scale, from small readily 
achievable incremental improvements (‘low hanging fruit’) to those which would involve major long term technology 
development programmes and which might even be disruptive. 

Low hanging fruit will be exposed simply by engaging seriously with the HFE process throughout a development 
project. Better HFE will, at the very least, eliminate avoidably poor interface design decisions. Best practice HFE 
process is fundamental to achieving better detailed embodiment design. Sufficient and iterative formative research 
is key.  

Similarly, challenging and testing the real world effectiveness of instructional materials, including instructions for 
use (IFUs), will yield small improvements that benefit our users. A broader engagement with how these materials 
are experienced by users suggests opportunities for improvements. Industry engagement with regulatory agencies 
is likely to be needed to ensure that these improvements can be realised. 

A natural extension of this engagement with user experience is the increased and joined-up use of diverse 
technologies and media for training support and training aids. 

The established discipline of Inclusive Design focuses attention on the range of capabilities of our intended user 
populations and of designing interfaces that fall within the capabilities of as many individuals as possible. The drive 
to expand the inclusivity or universality of a general platform product design can be contrasted with the development 
of devices tailored or targeted to specific uses. Both represent opportunities.  

The HF validation study can, too readily, become the sole emphasis of HFE. Proper engagement with HFE will shift 
attention to its role earlier in development. Attention to preparatory HFE analysis has great potential to influence 
the clarity of the product concept / vision. And as device design progresses, early HF studies should be formative 
in terms of impact not just in name. 

The perspectives described above can be fruitfully applied to inhalers employing standard platform technologies. 
The platform technologies have well understood limitations that impact on their usability, but this does not mean 
that HFE cannot minimise or address many of them. High quality HF analysis at the earliest stages of development 
can direct effort effectively in this regard, including the choice of which platform technology to select at the outset.  

Giving proper weight to human factors considerations will also influence the trade-offs made between technical 
device performance and usability, between in-vitro performance under standardised conditions and real world 
performance in the hands of users. 

When considering potential new platform technologies, HF will again offer a different perspective on what counts 
as a good, or as the best, inhaler design. It will suggest different goals. HF will have important inputs to make to the 
direction and development of ‘connected’ inhalers, for example. 

In summary, human factors will be a key voice in future inhaler device development. It will carry weight alongside 
technical performance considerations. 


